Study Abroad
Spend the summer between your sophomore and junior years in Taiwan or mainland China. Study abroad tuition is 50% of the regular semester tuition. During your studies, you’ll attend classes, and explore landmarks on field trips.

Apply Today
prescott.erau.edu/gsis

For further information, contact:
Dr. Leeann Chen  |  chenl@erau.edu  |  928.777.6682
Take your interest in security and intelligence studies to a whole new level by going “global” with the Chinese track (of the Bachelor of Science in Global Security and Intelligence Studies at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University).

By blending classroom and study abroad learning, this track gets students to an advanced level of Chinese while providing a foundation in GSIS. The multi-disciplinary nature of the GSIS/Chinese track will uniquely position you for careers with both public and private (organizations around the world) sectors.

Program Overview

Standard GSIS credit-hour requirement with emphasis on Chinese language and culture

- Ability to transfer Chinese college or AP credits
- High school Chinese credits may lead to advanced placement
- Qualifying major for Air Force and Army ROTC scholarship recipients
- Military science courses can substitute for some GSIS courses
- ROTC scholarships may be available for summer abroad

Both Air Force and Army ROTC cadets may be eligible for study abroad funding through Project GO, a project funded by the Department of Defense.